MISSION
HILLS
KANSAS

June 27, 2022
Fellow Residents:
In February I wrote you specifically addressing crime and safety in our City. Now that we are
nearly halfway through 2022, I wanted to provide several updates and some good news on this
topic. We still have work to do, and some of that work will never end, but we have made
progress.
Crime Statistics Update
As I noted in the February letter, we had a difficult 2021. I am pleased to let you know that the
first 5 months of 2022 have seen improvements in residential burglaries. Through May of 2021
there were 13 residential burglaries and through May of 2022 that number dropped to 8. As
many of you have heard me say, "one crime is too many," but this is progress.
We have made less progress on auto theft, but I do have some good news here. Through May,
we had 9 autos stolen in Mission Hills. All 9 were unlocked with the keys in them. Three of the
vehicles were running. This number is up from 6 at the same time in 2021. Modern cars are
stunningly hard to steal without the keys, but when unlocked with the keys inside, the thief
doesn't even need to know where those keys are located. All they need to do is step on the
brake, push the starter button and if the car starts, find the keys later. Please, please, please
lock your cars and take the keys inside with you.
Our thefts from autos are flat year-over-year. Of the 9 thefts from auto in 2022, 7 of the
vehicles were unlocked. Again, please lock your cars and keep valuables out of sight.
The good news on this front is that our police department just completed a multi-jurisdictional
arrest of a serial auto thief responsible for at least 14 crimes in the area during the past year.
Thank you Chief Roberson and team.
Camera & License Plate Reader {LPR) Update
Four of our camera and/or LPR locations are up and running. We have 6 locations where
installation is complete or substantially complete and are waiting on connectivity or a part

